Abstract. We show by means of a counterexample that a C 1+Lip diffeomorphism Hölder conjugate to an Anosov diffeomorphism is not necessarily Anosov. The counterexample can bear higher smoothness up to C 3 . Also we include a result from the 2006 Ph.D. thesis of T. Fisher: a C 1+Lip diffeomorphism Hölder conjugate to an Anosov diffeomorphism is Anosov itself provided that Hölder exponents of the conjugacy and its inverse are sufficiently large.
Introduction
Consider Anosov diffeomorphisms f and g of a compact smooth manifold M that are conjugate by a homeomorphism h:
It is well known and easy to show that h is in fact Hölder continuous. When we say that the conjugacy is Hölder or that two diffeomorphisms are Hölder conjugate we mean that the conjugacy and its inverse are Hölder continuous.
It is natural to ask the following converse question.
Question. Is every diffeomorphism that is Hölder conjugate to an Anosov diffeomorphism itself Anosov?
This question was asked by A. Katok. His motivation came from differentiable rigidity of higher rank Anosov actions. For example, a popular object of study is a Z k -action which contains Anosov elements and which is conjugate to an algebraic action for which Anosov elements are dense. If the answer to the question above were positive then we would immediately get that Anosov elements are dense in the original action. Moreover, the Weyl chamber picture in R k for non-algebraic action would be the same as the one for the algebraic action. Normally this information is unavailable or only available through difficult means otherwise. See upcoming book [KN08] for introduction to rigidity of Anosov actions.
Unfortunately the answer is negative. We will provide a concrete counterexample of a C 1+Lip diffeomorphism of the 2-torus T 2 Hölder conjugate to Anosov but not Anosov itself. In fact, the counterexample can be constructed to be C r for any r ∈ (1, 3) (see remark after Theorem 1 below).
The basic method to produce a non-Anosov diffeomorphism that is topologically conjugate to Anosov one is to start with an Anosov diffeomorphism and homotope it pushing stable eigenvalues at a fixed point to the unit circle. This can be done so that stable and unstable foliations survive and remain transversal everywhere although not uniformly contracting and expanding. The new system is topologically conjugate to the original Anosov map. See [K79] for the detailed construction and the proof. Another similar example was considered in [L80] . It has an additional feature: stable and unstable manifolds at the fixed point are tangent.
Looking at the behavior of orbits approaching a fixed point along the stable manifold we have an exponentially fast approach for the Anosov map conjugated to a much slower sub-exponential approach. A Hölder continuous conjugacy would necessarily preserve the exponential speed, only changing the exponent. This shows that these diffeomorphisms are far from being Hölder conjugate. Note that in the meantime the conjugacy or its inverse may turn out to be even Lipschitz.
Another way to produce such a diffeomorphism is to start with an Anosov diffeomorphism and "bend" unstable manifold of a heteroclinic point R until stable and unstable manifolds at R become tangent. This homotopy can be done locally in the neighborhood of R. The result is a diffeomorphism with stable and unstable foliation being transverse everywhere but along the orbit of R. Along this orbit stable and unstable manifolds exhibit a tangency. If we homotope inside of Diff ∞ (M ) then the tangency is at least cubic: it cannot be quadratic since the stable and unstable foliations are topologically transverse. This bifurcation at the boundary of Anosov systems was independently studied by H. Enrich [E98] and Ch. Bonatti, L. Diaz, F. Vuillemin [BDV98] . It was shown in [E98] that the new system is conjugate to the original Anosov map. All periodic points remain hyperbolic. Hence, unlike in the previous situation, there is a hope that the topological conjugacy is in fact Hölder continuous.
R Figure 1. Heteroclinic tangency
We look at the simplest bifurcation of the type described above. Consider the arc f t , t ∈ [0, 1], that starts with a linear hyperbolic automorphism L = f 0 and ends with diffeomorphism f = f 1 with tangency at a heteroclinic point R. The difference is that instead of creating a cubic tangency we create a transverse quadratic tangency. The price we pay is that f 1 is only C 1+Lip smooth. Higher order derivatives do not exist at point L −1 (R).
Theorem 1. Suppose that L and f are as in the previous paragraph. The conjugacy between L and f and its inverse are Hölder continuous with exponents equal to 1/2 − δ and 1/4 − δ. Number δ can be made arbitrarily small by an appropriate choice of L and f .
Remark. Number 1/4 is not a sharp bound for the exponent. It clearly can be improved. For a diffeomorphism with a heteroclinic tangency of order 1 + α, 0 < α < 2 our arguments imply that the conjugacy and its inverse are Hölder continuous with exponents 1 1+α − δ and 2−α 2(1+α) − δ. Clearly such a diffeomorphism is only C 1+α−ε . We stick to the case α = 1 mainly to avoid cumbersome notation. Notice that if α is close to zero then both exponents are close to 1. In the smoothness class C 3 and higher our arguments fail.
In the next section we point out that this construction also provides an example of a system for which Mather spectrum differs from the periodic one.
We heavily rely on the results in [E98] as well as [BDV98] and [C98] . Thus in the Section 3 we formulate results that are relevant to our goal. In Section 4 we prove Höldericity of the conjugacy.
Finally in the last section we present a very short proof of a positive result from the 2006 Ph.D. thesis of Travis Fisher that complements ours.
Theorem 2 ([F06]). A C
1+Lip diffeomorphism that is conjugate to an Anosov one via a Hölder conjugacy h is Anosov itself provided that the product of Hölder exponents for h and h −1 is greater than 1/2.
Remark. This result holds for any hyperbolic set as well. The proof is the same.
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Periodic spectrum versus Mather spectrum
Recall the definition of Mather spectrum. Denote by Γ(T M ) the set of continuous vector fields with supremum norm. Given a diffeomorphism f :
The specrum Q f of the complexification of f * is called Mather spectrum of f . Define periodic spectrum of a diffeomorphism. Given a periodic point x of period p denote by
The following is easy to prove.
In contrast to above Theorems 1 and 3 imply.
Corollary 5. Diffeomorphism f from Theorem 1 provide an example of a diffeomorphism with dense set of periodic points such that P f = Q f ∩ R + .
First heteroclinic tangency at the boundary of Anosov systems
Here we describe some results of [E98] , [BDV98] and [C98] that we need. Let L be hyperbolic automorphism of T 2 . Denote by e u and e s the eigenvectors of L and by λ > 1 the unstable eigenvalue, Le u = λe u . Let P and Q be two different fixed points of L and R an intersection of the stable manifold of P and unstable manifold of Q. We may assume that distances to R from P and Q are equal. Also we assume that the size of a ball containing {P, Q, R} is much smaller than the size of T 2 . Let (x, y) be coordinates in the neighborhood of R that make stable foliation horizontal and unstable foliation vertical. Let B be a small ball of radius r centered at R.
is identity outside of B and given by the following formula on B
x y where ρ = x 2 + y 2 and γ : [0, ∞) → [0, π/2] is a C ∞ map satisfying γ(0) = π/2; γ(ρ) = 0 for ρ ≥ r; γ is strictly decreasing on [0, r]. Thus on every circle centered at R θ t is a rotation by an angle no greater than π/2. Value π/2 is achieved for ρ = 0 and t = 1. Let v ∈ T R T 2 be the unit vertical vector. From the definition of f = f 1 we have lim
Hence f is not Anosov. Denote by U and V neighborhoods of segments P R and Qf −1 (R) that contain B and f −1 (B) respectively.
Theorem 6 ([E98], [BDV98], [C98]
). There exist r small enough and function γ such that corresponding arc f t as defined above satisfies the following.
(T1) Diffeomorphisms f t are Anosov for t < 
Analogous inequality holds for distribution
Number ε can be made arbitrarily small by the choice of L, f and U. If we let
Analogous statement holds for E s and V.
Remark. Technical statements (T3) and (T4) are not stated explicitly in the papers quoted but they follow from the cone constructions that are carried out there.
It may seem that since the size of B is small E u is almost vertical inside of B ∞ and almost horizontal outside. In fact, the transition through the boundary of B ∞ is continuous. Parameter τ increases when r goes to zero.
We will be working with exactly the same construction, but θ must be chosen differently. Function γ can be chosen differently with γ (r) (0) = 0 for r < 2 and γ ′′ (0) < 0. Then θ ∈ C 1+Lip and the tangency is quadratic. This way instead of (T3) we have tan
(2) We outline proofs of (T4) and (2) at the end of this section.
Remark. For conservative systems the theorem above was established in [C98] . Original proof [E98] required that product of the eigenvalues at P is greater than 1 while the product of the eigenvalues at Q is less than 1. Assumption on the eigenvalues at P and Q in [BDV98] is even more restrictive. The main motivation of [C98] was to extend the example to systems with homoclinic tangency. Our proof works for homoclinic intersection as well. We work with a heteroclinic intersection only for convinience. Also we would like to remark that our proof of Höldericity works for the original construction in [E98] . One needs to start the homotopy with a C 1 small perturbation of L that satisfies above assumptions on eigenvalues at P and Q instead of starting with L.
Let us recall the proof of (T5) from [E98] since this is the statement that we strengthen.
Proof. The main tool here is the following result of P. Walters.
Apply the theorem for g = L andg = f to get semiconjugacy h with
We have to take r small enough so that ε is smaller than constant associated to the local product structure of W s and W u . This guarantees that h is injective. Indeed if h glues together some points on, say, unstable manifold then iterating forward we get that h glues together some points fixed distance apart. This is impossible since h is close to identity.
Hence, by the invariance of domain theorem, h is a homeomorphism.
Sketch of proof of (T4). Cone constructions in [E98] and [C98] imply that ∀S
Then given a small number ε there exists
It is possible to fatten U so that setB ∞ that corresponds to new fattened neighborhoodŨ of P R contains ∪ 
Figure 2. The shaded set is B ∞ . Distance |QR| is much bigger than f N (B) = f 2 (B). Hence it is possible to fatten U toŨ so that unstable distribution outsideB ∞ is ε-close to horizontal vector e u .
For that we need to make sure that f N (B) is small compared to the distance |QR|. This can be achieved by appropriate choice of automorphism L, P and Q.
We fix a hyperbolic matrix L that induces an automorphism of T 2 = R 2 /Z 2 with d fixed points. We fix size r of the ball B and the map θ| B . The trick now is to choose the torus T 2 to be "big" when compared to eigenvalue λ of L and r. Linear map L induces a hyperbolic automorphism of T 2 = R 2 /kZ 2 , where k is a big integer. This automorphism is a finite cover of the automorphism of T 2 = R 2 /Z 2 . It also has d fixed points. Obviously the distances between those fixed points are big now. Hence P and Q can be chosen so that |QR| is big.
Remark. We will use the fact that |QR| can be chosen big independently of r and λ several times in the course of the proof of Höldericity.
Proposition 8. Given a point S ∈ U. Denote by d(S) the distance to P R. Then
where κ is a number that depends on ε from (T4).
Proof of Proposition. Let N be the smallest positive integer such that
Sketch of proof of (2). Denote by A andÃ points of intersection of the line QR and boundary ∂B as shown on Figure 3 . It follows follows from the definition of f that straight segment [Q, A] is inside of W u (Q) while straight segment [P, R] is inside W s (P ). The shape of W u (Q) between A andÃ is completely determined by θ. Namely, it is the image of the segment [A,Ã] under θ. We remark that on the other hand the shape of W u (Q) between A and R determines θ since map θ is a rigid rotation on every circle around R. 
where c is a big constant, c ≫ 1.
Fix a circle C of radius ρ centered at R. Let D = C ∩ θ[A, R]. We know that estimate (2) holds for D and we would like to establish it for other points on C.
Consider distributionẼ u ⊂ T C T 2 given by the formulaẼ
If we denote by v and u normal and tangent vector fields to C then Dθ with respect to bases (v(·), u(·)) and (v(θ(·)), u(θ(·))) is given by the shear matrix
According to Proposition 8
These inequalities together with the formula for Dθ above imply linear variation of angle (2) for all S ∈ C.
Topological conjugacy is Hölder
Here we prove that the conjugacy h and its inverse are Hölder continuous. We mimic the standard proof of Höldericity of conjugacy between two Anosov systems (e. g. Section 19.1 in [KH95] Step 2. Conjugacy h is Hölder continuous with exponent equal to 1/2 − δ.
Heuristically it is clear that the loss of the exponent at the second step is inevitable. In the second step we "straighten out" the quadratic tangency. Thus the exponent is no greater than 1/2.
Together with (2) Proposition 8 gives us control on the angle between E s and E u in the neighborhood of the orbit of R which is crucial for carrying out estimates in Step 2.
Throughout the proof we denote by
induced Riemannian distances along the leaves of corresponding foliations.
Proof of Step 1. Uniform continuity of h implies that ∃C
To prove Hölder estimates for close-by points a and b ∈ W u (a) we need to have exponential estimates on expansion along E u . Given a point a ∈ T 2 let
. In fact, using estimates on α from (4) one can show that D = 2λ works but we will not use it. Keeping r and θ fixed choose L (e. g. pass to a finite cover as in proof of (T4)), P and Q so that |P R| is large and hence first return time m to L −1 (B) is big. Thus
where δ = δ(m, D) is a small number. It follows that
Now we use standard argument to prove Höldericity. Take a ∈ W u (b) close to b. Let N be the smallest number such that
To show that h −1 is Hölder along W u L we need an estimate on the product in (5) from below. According to (T4) if a / ∈ U ∪ L −1 (B) then D u (a) ≥ µ, where µ = µ(ε) and µ ր λ when ε → 0 (we remark that the choices we do to make ε small do not affect λ). If a ∈ U\B ∞ then another inequality from (T4) provide an estimate on expansion.
If a ∈ B ∞ then, obviously, D u (a) ≥ λ −1 but we need to have a better control. Split B ∞ into its connected components Figure 2) . Let (x i , y i ) be coordinates in B i obtained by parallel transport of (x, y) from R to f i (R). Consider rectangles
Also letB = i≥0B i .
Let ξ = τ r where τ is from (2).
Lemma 9. Consider a point S(x n , y n ) ∈ B n , S / ∈B n . Then
Proof. Note that this follows from (2) if n = 0.
Take an arbitrary point a / ∈B. Then tan ∡(E u (a), e s ) ≥ ξ and hence there exists m > 0 such that D u f m (a) > µ. Therefore contraction along unstable mostly happens only insideB. After the point leavesB its unstable direction "recovers" after m steps even before the point leaves U. Now we will be doing estimates from below on expansion along E u by analyzing itinerary of a point.
As before (sketch of proof of (T4)) we make sure by the choice of L that after a point leaves U it spends at least time 4m + 4 before it enters V.
Take a point a(x, y) ∈ B and assume that
. Simple calculation with Dθ shows that D u f −1 (a) ≥ 1. Start with f −2n (a) and wait time 4n + 4m + 4. We know for sure that during that time the orbit has not entered V again. Thus
This estimate is good enough to get exponent 1/2 − δ. The only problem is that it holds only along specific orbit segments described above. Call them "cycles". As before take a ∈ W u (b) close to b and let N be the smallest number such that
. Let us first explain the idea informally. We have to study how the length of
) changes as i = 0, . . . N . We decompose this time segment into "cycles" as in (9). These "cycles" do not overlap. There might be some "gaps" between the "cycles" that only improve the estimate since the time spent in the "bad" setB ∞ is inside the "cycles". The difficulty that we have to deal with is that at the beginning "cycle" might be "incomplete". The "worst" situation is when a is close to R. Same problem occurs at the end -the last "cycle" might happen to be "cut" at the end.
Notice that in the description above we ignore returns to U\B. The expansion rate inside this set might be less than µ but still is greater than 1 according to (T4). Therefore these returns are much easier to take care of. Hence we consider only "cycles" that correspond to returns to B.
The problem of the "cut" at the end is easy to deal with. Denote by t j , j = 1, . . . l the lengths of "cycles". We count incomplete "cycles" as well. We also consider numbers n j , j = 1, . . . l. In the notation of (9) t j = 4n j + 4m + 4. Assume that the last "cycle" number l is incomplete. During the last "cycle" the segment enters B, spends time n l insideB ∞ and then it recovers to the size of r/10 during the time less than n l + 4m + 4. When the segment leavesB n l it has length of order λ −3n l since that is the vertical size ofB n l and the unstable foliation is roughly vertical inB n l . Clearly number n l is not big since otherwise the segment cannot recover to the size r/10. We can control N independently of n l by choosing a and b extremely close to each other. This may result in big Hölder constant but the exponent will not be affected. In fact, since n l is bounded this difficulty at the end of "time-window" i = 0, . . . N can be taken care of by the Hölder constant. Now assume that the first "cycle" is incomplete as well. In contrast to above n 1 might happen to be big when compared to N since the size of the segment is small at the beginning. Clearly we need to examine the "worst" situation when a ∈ B. As before we can argue that after time n 1 the size of the segment is of the order λ −3n1 . Number N − n 1 is greater than 3n 1 since during this time the segment grows up to size r/10. Hence, using (9) we get
This clearly good enough to get exponent 1 4 − δ. From now on we will be providing details to the scheme described above. Still we stay away from completely rigorous technical discussion. The technical details are plentiful while the way argument works is fairly transparent.
To get the estimate N ≥ 4n 1 we need to redefine slightly the setB, numbers n i and t i accordingly. First fix µ close to λ, µ < λ.
wherer =r(µ) < r/20 is chosen so that D u (x) ≥ µ −1 for any x ∈ B\B 0 and by the arguments of Lemma 9 D u (x) ≥ µ −1 for any x / ∈B ∞ . We study lengths of the segment during the time N defined above. We consider the "worst" case when a and b are close to R. Let n 1 be the smallest integer such that
Then it is easy to see that after some fixed number of iterates m = m(µ) which is independent of n 1 we will have
Remark. Notice that any iterate of the segment does not cross more than one connected component ofB ∞ . Indeed, the vertical distance betweenB n andB n+1 is of order λ −n , horizontal sizes ofB n andB n+1 are of order λ −3n while in the "gap" between B n and B n+1 unstable foliation is in horizontal cone field according to (T4). It follows that local unstable leaves do not intersectB n andB n+1 .
Analogously define numbers n j , j = 1, . . . l. Then define t j = n j + 4m + 4 and corresponding "cycles" as before. Clearly we have an analogue of (9)
where s j is the starting time of a full "cycle". If the itinerary of the segment has complete first "cycle" then the same way as in the proof of Höldericity of h using (11) we get
with δ = δ(µ) ց 0 as µ ր λ. Now we go back to the "worst" case when the first "cycle" starts near R. Definitions ofB ∞ and n 1 guarantee that at least half of the segment [f n1−1 (a),
Recall that unstable foliation is almost vertical insideB ∞ . Hence
. It follows that N − n 1 ≥ Γn 1 where Γ depends on frequency of visits to L −1 (B) and can be made arbitrarily close to 3. Now the preliminary estimate (10) transforms into the following one compensates the factors in front of it compensates the factor in front of . Number ∆ ր 1 as µ ր λ. It follows that δ can be arbitrarily small.
Proof of
Step 2. First of all let us notice that outside of U foliations W s and W u are uniformly transversal. Then, by the standard argument, Hölder continuity along W s and W u implies Hölder continuity of h with exponent 1 − δ outside of U. It follows from (2) and Proposition 8 that inside B the angle ∡(E s , E u ) varies linearly with distance to R. This allows to show that h is Hölder continuous with exponent 1/2−δ inside B. More work is required to establish Höldericity in the rest of U. We start with an observation that allows to reduce our task to establishing Hölder inequality for points inside of a single B n , n ≥ 0.
Introduce vertical and horizontal cones
with ε as in (T4) and ξ as in Step 1. These cones have disjoint interiors. Moreover, E s (x) ∈ C v (x) for any x ∈ U by (T4) and E u (x) ∈ C h (x) for any x ∈ U\B ∞ by Lemma 9. Thus C v and C h provide good control of E s and E u in U\B ∞ . Take a and b closeby inside U. Let e be the intersection of local unstable manifold W u (a, r/10) and local stable manifold W s (b, r/10).
Lemma 10. Assume that some fixed proportion with respect to the length of local unstable manifold connecting a and e lies inside of C h -meaning that tangent vector is in the cone. Then
Recall that we know that local stable manifold is in C v . Then the proof of the Lemma is a straightforward adjustment of the standard one when the whole local unstable manifold lies inside of C h as well.
We have remarked in the course of the proof of Step 1 that local unstable leaves do not meet different connected components ofB ∞ . Together with Lemma 10 this implies that we are only left to deal with points a and b such that local unstable manifold connecting a and e lies almost entirely inB n for some n ≥ 0.
Denote by (x, y) the coordinate system centered at f n (R) with x-axis being horizontal. Observe further that it is enough to consider points a and b that have the same y-coordinate. Let a = a(x 1 , y 1 ), b = b(x 2 , y 1 ) and e = e(x 3 , y 3 ). We are aiming at proving the estimate
Together with
Step 1 this would imply that h is Hölder with exponent 1 2 − δ. Given a point S(x, y) ∈ B n we have
and by Proposition 8
These inequalities provide control on the angle needed to carry out the estimate (12). Denote by B the "beak" formed by the unstable manifold connecting a and e and the stable manifold connecting b and e. We will consider two representative cases illustrated on Figure 4 . 
Case B. We allow |y 1 − y 3 | to be greater than dist(B, f n (R)). Also we make a simplifying assumption that x 3 = 0 and y 3 > 0. Then When x 3 = 0 the estimate is similar but first one needs to "cut" the "tip of the beak" where x 2 ≤ y 2 does not hold. When y 3 < 0 while y 1 > 0 or vice versa modification in the same spirit is required.
A positive result
Here we prove Theorem 2. Let M be a Riemannian manifold and d(·, ·) the distance function induced by the Riemannian metric. Let f : M → M be an Anosov diffeomorphism and g : M → M a diffeomorphism Hölder conjugate tof :
Let α be Hölder exponent of h and β the Hölder exponents of h −1 . Recall that we assume that αβ > 1/2.
Definition 11. A sequence of points {y i ∈ M ; i ∈ Z} is called ε-pseudo orbit for g : M → M if d(g(y i ), y i+1 ) < ε, i ∈ Z.
Definition 12. We say that a real orbit {f i (x); i ∈ Z} δ-shadows an ε-pseudo orbit {y i ; i ∈ Z} if d(f i (x), y i ) < δ.
Definition 13. Diffeomorphism g : M → M is quasi-Anosov if for all non-zero v ∈ T M the sequence { T i v ; i ∈ Z} is unbounded.
We will be using the following characterization of Anosov systems.
Theorem 14 (e. g. [M77] ). Diffeomorphism g : M → M is Anosov if and only if g is quasi-Anosov and all dimensions of stable manifolds at periodic points are the same.
Dimensions of stable manifolds at periodic points off are the same sincef is topologically conjugate to f . Hence we only need to show thatf is quasi-Anosov.
Assume thatf is not quasi-Anosov. Then ∃v ∈ TxM , v = 1, such that T n v ≤ 1 for all n ∈ Z. Define v n = T n v, n ∈ Z. For any sufficiently small ε > 0 consider sequence {x n = exp(εv n ); n ∈ Z}. Sequence {εv n } being ε-small and diffeomorphism being C 1+Lip imply that there exists a constantc that depends onf only such that {x n } iscε 2 -pseudo orbit which is obviously δ-shadowed by the orbit ofx with ε/2 < δ < 2ε.
Let x = h(x) and x n = h(x n ), n ∈ Z. Applying Hölder inequalities we get that {x n } is c 1 ε 2α -pseudo orbit for f that is δ-shadowed by {f n (x)} with δ > c 2 ε 1/β . Constants c 1 and c 2 do not depend on ε. To make it more transparent denote ξ = c 1 ε 2α . For arbitrarily small ξ > 0 we have constructed a ξ-pseudo orbit and a true orbit that δ-shadows the pseudo orbit with δ > cξ κ def = ξ 1/2αβ where κ < 1 by the assumption. Meanwhile it is a well known simple fact that δ can be estimated from above δ < Cξ where C depends only on f . The proof is straightforward and exploits local product structure of stable and unstable foliation of f . For ξ small enough these bounds on δ contradict each other. Hence we have arrived at a contradiction.
